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Submission
In a post-Covid world we should be completely rethinking design of cities to start reducing and not increasing the number of people living/working in
close quarters to make managing any future pandemics easier.

The demand for office space in the CBD will probably be significantly reduced as many people will continue to work from home in a post Covid world.
A glut of office space in he current CBD may occur, some of which may be converted to residential, thus reducing demand for expansion of
Office/Residential in Pyrmont. 

The height of the two towers proposed for The Star and for the Harbourside redevelopment are excessive. The Star in par icular should be limited to
30 stories.
I fail to see how expanding The Star to he levels proposed will benefit he Pyrmont Community, but it will result in significant shadows cast across he
suburb.

All current public housing and social housing developments in Pyrmont should be retained and any newly developed sites should include additional
public and social housing.

With the number and scale of developments proposed, Pyrmont residents and workers will be subjected to numerous construction traffic, construction
noise and dust for many years to come. In my experience, the environment protection authorities and parking authorities usually do not police the
negative environmental impacts of construction work on residents.
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